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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to analyze the high CPU load of running thread in more
detail in the Thread Monitor. Which parameters do you need to
change? Note: There are 2 correct answers.
A. cpu_time_measurement_mode
B. threshold_cpu_time
C. enable_tracking
D. load_monitor_granularity
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. outside private
B. external local

C. external global
D. inside local
E. inside global
F. inside private
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named
contoso.com that contains the users shown in the following
table:
User3 is the owner of Group1.
Group2 is a member of Group1.
You configure an access review named Review1 as shown in the
following exhibit:
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
In the Users section, specify the users that the access review
applies to. Access reviews can be for the members of a group or
for users who were assigned to an application. You can further
scope the access review to review only the guest users who are
members (or assigned to the application), rather than reviewing
all the users who are members or who have access to the
application.
Present Use Case:
Group2 is a member of Group1 and User3 is the owner of Group1
So User3 can review both Group 1 and 2.
But for review the scope says only Guest.
Solution:
User1 is a member not a guest so 1st statement ==&gt; NO
UserA is member not the guest so 2nd statement ==&gt; No
UserB is a guest so 3rd statement ==&gt; Yes
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governa
nce/create-access-review

NEW QUESTION: 4
Part 5 "Testing of Software Characteristics"
A company wants to develop a web site to implement an on-line
sales channel. Which TWO ISO 9126 quality attributes are most

likely to be of importance? 1 credit [K2]
A. Installability
B. Usability
C. Portability
D. Fault-tolerance
E. Accuracy
Answer: B,C
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